Daylight v1.9 LoCha Report

Most Notable 4

1. 326 features were fixed from relation check.
2. 804 features were fixed from nlp check.
3. 291 features were fixed from Atlas Check: Edge Crossing Edge.
4. 122 fixes from Atlas Check: level_crossing_on_railway.

Highlights

- Fixed geometry of Kaibab National Forest
  https://www.openstreetmap.org/relation/163123
● Fixed geometry of Paroho Lake
https://www.openstreetmap.org/relation/10691656

● Fixed Horicon Marsh National Wildlife Refuge
https://www.openstreetmap.org/relation/9524002
- Fixed relation of Diplomat Resort & Spa
  https://www.openstreetmap.org/relation/13433778

- Fixed geometry of Mackmyra Brukspark in Sweden
  https://www.openstreetmap.org/relation/7305255
● Removed large building
https://www.openstreetmap.org/way/1000852332